RELATIONSHIPS ACT 2003
Section 11

CERTIFICATE OF LEGAL ADVICE – CARING RELATIONSHIP

I, ......................................................................................................................................
(legal practitioner)
of: .................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................ hereby certify that:
(legal practitioner)

I am a legal practitioner as defined in the Relationships Act 2003

I have provided legal advice to:
..................................................................................................................................
(first party registering the deed of relationship)
of: .................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................
(address of first party)

as to a) the effect of the registration of a deed of relationship on the rights of the parties:
and

b) the advantages and disadvantages, at the time that the advice was provided, to the
party of registering a deed of relationship

With..................................................................................................................................
(second party registering the deed of relationship)

My advice was provided independently of the second party

DATED this ............................ day of ............................. 20.....

Signed: .........................................................
Legal Practitioner

I, ................................................................., the first party named in this certificate
acknowledge that I have received the advice referred to above.

Signed: .........................................................
First Party